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HAPPY EASTER FROM MR JONES
“With quiet, good-humoured resolve” is how the Queen has encouraged us all to face the challenges
presented by the coronavirus. It has brought about an untimely end to an exciting Spring Term, it has
disrupted exams, it has dashed the dreams of our sportsmen and women, it has brought about the
cancellation of one-off events, holidays and school trips, it has prevented us from seeing one another,
it has acquainted us with loss of friends and family and brought and air of uncertainty to our lives.
Nevertheless, we can respond positively. Missing school and its people and our community events
might remind us how lucky we are to enjoy them in the first place; the best part of social media is that
we can remain in touch; our home learning (which is evolving to make the most of modern
technology) is exciting and inspiring the children. Physical and artistic challenges are being provided
and our community assemblies are designed to bind us together in celebration of each other’s talents
and song! We remain cheerful and in good heart.
I can confirm that school is in fact a very quiet place to be at
the present time and so we look forward to the day when
the days are filled again with laughter, activity and learning.
We hope it will be soon.
It was perhaps fortuitous planning that allowed our brilliant
Prep 3 and 4 show to go ahead before the school closed and
it did leave us with such an important Easter message of
hope. We wish you all the very best for a safe, special, family
Easter and hope to see you all soon.

HOME LEARNING
School shut on Friday 20 March, and a whole new world of Home Learning started on Monday 23 March. We’ve been so
impressed with the way the children adapted to their new online school—and thank you to all the parents who sent in some
extremely positive feedback from our first week of SH Home Learning. Here’s what some of our enterprising SG pupils got
up to ...

FUNDRAISING FOR LEYBOURNE GRANGE
We’re delighted that our Equestrian Dressing Up Day raised £124 for Leybourne Grange Riding for the Disabled.
Here’s a reminder of some of the outfits that were on show, as well Miss Drury and Panther who gave us a
fabulous dressage display in the afternoon.

SOPHIE’S SOCKS
#goblue2Bgreen
Sophie O’G (Prep 3) used the suggestion box on the Eco Board to share
her amazing idea to save energy, detergent and money by swapping
the white socks of the girls’ summer uniform for navy ones.
Showing great initiative and drive, Sophie submitted a case for the
change to the SMT and made a video to explain her logic
We are very pleased that Sophie’s idea will be adopted as soon as we
return to school.

TESCO’S BAGS OF HELP
Thanks to all of you who have put your blue Tesco tokens in SG’s Forest School box.
However, in light of the recent developments regarding the COVID-19 pandemic and
advice from Public Health England, Tesco made the difficult decision to temporarily
remove blue voting tokens and voting units from all of their stores to try and reduce
physical touchpoints for colleagues and customers, affecting the voting round that we
were a part of. In these challenging times, this development has had a positive
outcome. The available funds are to be split evenly between the three causes so SG
Forest School is to receive a grant of £1,166.
We are very grateful to Tesco for their support. Details of how the grant will be used
will follow in due course.

RECYCLING REMINDER
A reminder that when we’re allowed to go back to school our Recycling Centre (next to Giraffes) is still collecting:





Baby food pouches
Bread bags
Batteries
Crisp Packets

Q-FILES LOG-IN

SIMMONDS UNIFORM SALE
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Simmonds
uniform sale will no longer go ahead in school on the
first day of next term (20 April 2020), and the
Simmonds uniform shops in Tunbridge Wells and
Paddock Wood are currently closed.

Spring Grove children and teachers have been
given free access to Q-files until 31 July 2020.
This online library of knowledge is a great
resource with news, Q-facts and specially
written sections for younger readers.
Click here for access
We hope you enjoy it!

Spring Grove uniform is still available online from
Simmonds at https://www.simmonds-ltd.com/springgrove.html

COPING WITH WORRIES - HOW CAN I HELP MY ANXIOUS CHILD?
Remain calm
Be calm and reassuring and limit the amount of exposure children have to news bulletins and daily updates, try to
highlight good news stories. The news can be scary and unsettling.
Stick to a routine - even in the holidays
Your children will be calmer and sleep better if the family has a good routine and structure to their day and everyone gets
time to complete the things they need to do. Lying in bed or sitting in front of a screen all day is not good for wellbeing.
Social contact
It is important for children to stay in touch with friends and family by email, google meet, letter, facetime and through
online communication tools.
Stories dealing with worries
 ‘The Huge Bag of Worries’ by Virginia Ironside - Anxiety
 ‘Silly Billy’ by Anthony Browne - Worries
 ‘All Birds Have Anxiety’ by Kathy Hoopman - Anxiety
Communicate with school
Keep in touch with school and talk through any concerns with the teachers because children will all adapt to the new
home learning process in different ways. We are keen to work together and welcome feedback from parents. Belonging
to the Spring Grove family and maintaining the sense of community is really important at this difficult time. We are here
to help.
Keep a journal or diary
Keep a journal and encourage children to write down and talk about their concerns and worries. Some children may
prefer to draw pictures and cartoons. It is also important to try to look for positives in each day as well. Happy Self
Journal is a published resource created by a former SG parent that could be helpful to support anxious children.
Be creative
Have some fun cooking, painting, drawing, making lego models and engaging in activities that occupy the child and allow
them to be immersed in a meaningful project that appeals to them.
Yoga and mindfulness
There are some good online resources to help children follow simple yoga and mindfulness routines. These are known to
help wellbeing. Cosmic Kids Yoga
Exercise and play
It is really important that children stay active and spend lots of time outside to maintain physical and mental fitness. Mr
Smith’s fitness challenges, PE with Joe Wicks, Forest School in the garden, nature walks etc.
Limit screen time
Switch off the computer at least an hour before bed. Stay kind online and always be aware of the websites and games
your child is playing on. NSPCC - Net Aware website has good advice and support for parents and gives information about
different sites and games.
Reading together
Read and listen to stories together as a family and encourage your children to get lost in a book and involved in another
world. This will calm children down before bed and give them a well needed break from screen time. If you're looking to
relax and listen to a story, Audible have released hundreds of children’s books to listen to free of charge. There’s no need
to sign-up or subscribe - just click on the link https://stories.audible.com/start-listen
Worry dolls
Encourage younger children to tell their worries to a worry doll and put it under their pillow before they go to sleep.
These are mentioned in the story ‘Silly Billy’ by Anthony Browne.
Keep safe and share any good ideas with us,
Happy Easter from Mrs Saxby

After setting up our Eco Council and writing
our Action Plan in the Autumn Term, this term
was all about gaining permissions,
implementing that plan and improving the
School’s eco credentials, specifically
concentrating on Energy, Litter and
Biodiversity as the next stage of our Eco
Schools project.
It has been particularly pleasing to see the
children showing enthusiasm and leading the
direction of the Council. It was a real shame that
our own contribution Wye’s Plastic Free Week,
spearheaded by our own Liberty W, was
somewhat lost in the lockdown prep. However,
Liberty’s efforts will not be wasted as we work
through the steps to become a Plastic Free School.
The most significant development this term has been the conception of the SG Eco
Garden. The Eco Garden will be a small ‘re-wilded’ area that will help wildlife grow,
increase biodiversity and help us as an Eco School. It will contain numerous wildlife
havens and be available to use it for education and science projects. A number of designs have been submitted
and the first 240 trees of the boundary have been planted by a mix of Prep 3, Prep 5 and Reception.
During the enforced furlough we intend to submit all the things we have achieved for assessment in the hope
that we can still reach our target of becoming an Eco-School before the end of this school year.

Recycling News
SG has now sent two
consignments of crisp
packets to Terracycle
and in doing so raised
£50 for SG’s eco
initiatives.
We have also donated £20 to 'The Foundation for Environmental Education'. The
Foundation‘s Global Forest Fund is our unique scheme to help individuals reduce their
carbon footprint providing valuable resources and education to communities worldwide.

FOREST SCHOOL REPORT
This term’s Forest School, like many other aspects of school, has been somewhat dominated by two things:
terrible weather and Covid-19. Seemingly endless strong winds and the early shutdown caused us to lose many
sessions but nevertheless much happened in a few short weeks.
The two main things we focused on during the term was helping our native birds and building the muchanticipated eco-pizza oven. Many year groups got to build bird feeders of varying complexity including wire
cheerio feeders, ‘apple houses’ and champagne
feeders. The whole school has contributed to the
construction of the oven whether it be collecting
wine bottles, laying the base, gathering flint,
moving sand or hauling the oven up the hill. It has
been a truly collaborative project and we all look
forward to finishing it off and enjoying the fruits of
our labours when we are permitted to return to
the woods.
The other main construction project that has
happened this term has been the completion of
our French themed mud kitchen, ‘Carine’s Cuisine
de Boue’. There was no time for decoration or an
official opening but the first mud pies (or should
that be ‘tarte’?) will soon be being served up.
Acker continues to join us on every session and
loves exploring the site and keeping his eye out for
the odd dropped snack. This term, Acker was also
joined on a couple sessions by some extremely
free-range chickens.
Culinary treats have included campfire doughnuts,
crumpets, pancakes and the ever-present
schmores.
As ever, Forest School
could not happen without
the army of volunteers
who give up their time
and energy to accompany
us in all weathers to help
out with builds, keeping
the site tidy and assisting
with the children. A huge
thank you to them all for
their efforts. We look
forward to seeing them
all, and some new recruits
when we return to see what Mr Curnow has created from pallets after being stuck in his garage for months.
Happy Easter!
Mr Curnow, Head of Forest School

PSHE REPORT
Core British Values are at the heart of the PSHE curriculum. We encourage children to understand national
institutions and abide by their principles to respect others and respect themselves. Government guidance
outlines some of the key aspects that should be embedded into the curriculum so that children are equipped
to deal with life in modern society.
Children need to develop an understanding of how citizens can influence decision-making through the
democratic process. An understanding that the freedom to hold other faiths and beliefs is protected in law. An
acceptance that people having different faiths or beliefs to oneself (or having none) should be accepted and
tolerated, and should not be the cause of prejudicial or discriminatory behaviour.

In addition to class teaching we have invited in some guest
speakers and introduced cross- curricular activities to underline
some of these principles.
 A mock election was held in Prep 3SC to learn what was happening in the general election and find out
how democracy works
 We vote for school and eco council members at the beginning of each year and they meet to give a
pupil voice to different areas of school life


In PSHE lessons. Prep 6 followed what was happening in parliament during the Brexit negotiations

 We have had assemblies and lessons finding out about key figures in the human rights movements
such as Martin Luther King, Rosa Parkes and Nelson Mandela


Kent Fire and Rescue Service came in to talk about fire safety and their role in the community



Barrister Oliver Saxby QC came in to talk about the rule of law in and the legal system in this country



In Debating Club Mr Jones develops skills with children to argue both sides of a debate



In RE lessons Mrs Jones invites in guests of different faiths

In these difficult times these core values are even more important than ever and at Spring Grove we
encourage children to show respect for other people, be kind, helpful and thoughtful. To practise gratitude
and support one another and always do your best!
Mrs Saxby

MUSIC REPORT
Although sadly cut short, this term included a full schedule of rehearsals, two Informal Concerts and a
memorable Prep 3&4 School Musical.
Beethoven’s 250th Birthday Anniversary is 2020, so Mr Jones made an ambitious arrangement of the best bits
of the 5th and 9th Symphonies! Thankfully we started rehearsing this in January and so the children in
Orchestra have experienced the thrill of learning some of the most passionate and ground-breaking music
from the ultimate rebel who bared his soul in both pain and joy through his music. Find out more about
Beethoven’s life... (scroll down to Ludwig Van Beethoven - Symphony No 5)
‘The Tale of Three Trees’ was eagerly rehearsed by our talented Prep
3 and 4 children who showed a mature and professional attitude
when working together, standing in for each other when someone fell
ill. Above all they loved the songs, dance, dialogue, percussion
ensemble for the Storm scene and the moving climax of Jesus on the
Cross and the good news of the Easter ending. The children
representing the Three Trees gave outstanding solo and ensemble
performances. Their total commitment and enthusiasm made this a
joyful experience for their staff, so special thanks to Miss Drury, Mrs
Saxby, Mrs Langford, Mr Curnow, Mr Fitzgerald and Mr Jones.
‘Noye’s Fludde’ Community Opera by Benjamin Britten, sadly fell
victim to the coronavirus crisis, but with a cast of 150 including
professional singers, musicians, children’s orchestra and animals it
would have been an amazing experience - and we enjoyed learning
our parts.
We were also due to host the Trinity College exams, but instead
credits, deferments or remote recordings are being discussed.
Meanwhile, please record your performances and send them to your
instrumental teacher and Mr and Mrs Jones! Some ABRSM exams did
take place and congratulations go to: Eleanor J Grade 5 Piano pass
with Merit, and Isobel J Grade 1 Piano pass with Merit.
Many thanks to those who have entertained us with performances
sent in for Mr Jones’ assemblies, and we are sure there will be many
more to follow.
We cherish the memories of many brilliant assemblies and songs - 6L
French Pantomime and 6S Responsibility assembly with an extract
from the show ‘Matilda’ were outstanding. Prep 6 groups also gave
two delightful presentations of orchestral instruments, often with
their own performances, for our KS1 audience. The Informal Concert
on 6th February was very busy with debuts and pre-exam
performances and our latest Informal concert on 19th March took
place in the KS2 classes throughout the day and included some
wonderful impromptu ensembles featuring our drummers Roan E,
Alexander S and Frank W. Thank you to all of the children who have given their time and talents to working at
their music skills and have lifted the spirits of Mr and Mrs Jones. In assemblies—live and live-streamed—songs
have continued to cheer the whole community of Spring Grove.
Mrs Jones

FRENCH REPORT
Prep 6 started the term by using the near future to talk about their New Year’s resolutions and
we had good fun singing along to the ‘Verbe Aller’song by Etienne. The second half of the term
was dedicated to studying a French short story: ‘La sorcière du placard aux balais’(‘The Witch in
the Broom Cupboard’) by Pierre Gripari. The children put a lot of effort into making their own
finger puppets and learning their lines to reenact the story. Unfortunately, the early school
closure had meant that they weren’t able to perform their scenes to each other, but rest assured
that we will make time when school reopens.
Prep 5 have written outstanding paragraphs and created fabulous posters describing their town
(on display in my classroom) to start with, they then learnt about directions. They enjoyed
dancing to a directions song and giving and following
instructions to find a treasure on a map.
In Prep 4, the children have learnt to say whereabouts they live and they have created
wonderful paragraphs describing their houses. In the latter part of the term we worked
on the story of ‘Les Trois Petits Cochons’ (‘The Three
Little Pigs’).
In Prep 3, to keep in with the Arctic theme, we learnt
to name the various characters of ’La Reine des
Neiges’, and spoke about their main characteristics.
The children worked so well that they were rewarded
by watching the whole film in French before February
half term. In the second part of the term, the children learnt to build an igloo following
French instructions.
Form 2 have had fun learning the days of the week. They also revised numbers, introduced family members and gave
their names and started naming body parts. I particularly enjoyed singing the French version of ‘Head, Shoulders, Knees
and Toes’ with them.
In Year 1, we have carried on greeting each other and counting French the
start of every lesson. We used the book ‘La Chenille qui fait des Trous’to learn
about days of the week and various fruits. We also read, watched and named
the Character of ‘Le Petit Chaperon Rouge’.
Reception have learnt about farm and zoo animals this term. They have
particularly impressed me with the way they have been greeting each other in
French as well as their working in a pair to name and point at different
pictures. They have enjoyed watching episodes of ‘Petit Ours Brun’ going to
the farm and meeting different animals.
In Nursery we have learnt to count to 12, talked about Winter, family
members and farm animals. I never cease to be amazed how fast the children memorise the vocabulary. They are quite
literally like sponges!
I would also like to thank you for supporting our two Café de l’écoles, which help raise money towards our annual Prep
5 trip to France. Prep 6 hosted both events and did a great job selling croissants and pains au chocolat, and helping the
little ones to order their food and drink in French. Many thanks also to the kitchen staff without whose help these events
could not take place.
In these strange times, I would like to encourage the children to listen to French songs, or watch films in French with
English subtitles as they will thus learn the language.
With best wishes,
Madame Leavey

SPORTS REPORTS
Girls’ sports report
Although this term came to an abrupt end with quite a few events cancelled, I would like to talk about all of
the achievements the girls enjoyed during the Spring
Term.
Netball
This season’s netball was possibly the most successful
for some time. The girls enjoyed lots of victories
particularly the U11 ‘B’ team who, with the exception
of a defeat in their first match went on to win their
other matches. The U11 ‘A’ team were also victorious
in most of their matches and in several, the girls were
unlucky not to win.
The U9 girls played very few games, which was very unfortunate as some matches and a tournament had to be
cancelled due to bad weather, but watching the girls during games lessons and matches it was very clear that
they had made good progress and were gelling well as a team.

Cross Country
The biggest disappointment came when Malvern had to be cancelled. I went to look at the course the previous
week whilst on holiday and it was obvious that only a miracle would keep the event going ahead. The news of
the cancellation was devastating for everyone but particularly for the five girls and five boys who had trained
so hard to earn their selection. The children were running quicker times than ever before and could have
pushed for high finishing positions.
Following this disappointment, Dan B, who had been
selected to run for Kent learned that the event at
Prestwold Hall had been cancelled too.
Wearing his Kent kit, Dan led the Prep 5 boys home
followed by Alfie A (2nd) and Chester L (3rd) with
good support from Rafael B for a perfect team score
of 6 points at the Ashford Prep Inter-Schools
competition. The 26 children who went along ran
amazingly well, some for the first time. Isobel J
stormed the first race winning by at least 80m, she
was followed by Charlotte E who had the race of her
season. Sanjay P was another emphatic winner in the
Year 3 boys race with Sophia B winning the 7th medal for the school. She was 2nd. The medal tally was
extremely impressive as the children came away with almost a third of the medals possible. Even more
impressive was they were racing children from larger schools.
Next term the children start the cricket season. This year, for the first time, they will play as mixed teams. This
falls in line with the other school we play and should be very exciting. As well as cricket the athletics start. The
big event to look forward to is the Kent IAPS Track and Field Championships held at the Julie Rose Stadium in
June (fingers and toes crossed), but even more so is the school’s Sports Day in July.
Have a happy Easter. Take care and stay safe.
Mrs Langford

SPORTS REPORTS
Boys’ sports report
There has been an incredible amount to be proud of this term in the boys’ sport. Recently a 1,2,3 at Ashford
Prep School's cross-country competition was probably the icing, which was already on top of some other icing
on the cake! So, what was the cake in the first place? Well, every boy who was keen, and a few who needed a
little cajoling, represented the school in a school rugby fixture. We played matches for all ability levels, and
consequently each boy was able to feel the thrill of playing rugby in a competitve match. This has become a
feature of the sport at Spring Grove over the last couple of years where every child, boy or girl has played at a
level that suits them.
So the cake was everyone playing at their level, and the first layer of icing? That was the massive amount of
improvement that we saw across the board. Every boy has improved in their skill set across the term. Whether
it be honing the skill of passing, or catching, or tackling or running a good support line, each boy has made
significant improvement. The second layer of icing, and perhaps the thickest, has to be the fact that the U11s
only lost two short matches at a tournament by one score, but in every other fixture were unbeaten... and the
U10s were unbeaten all season. A quite incredible
feat, underlined by the last fixture where I invited a
well-known rugby oriented Prep School in
Tonbridge, Hilden Grange, to bring their best
players to give us a test. We met them with such a
display of attacking and defensive prowess that the
outcome became inevitable!
We did move on to hockey, but only managed one
fixture for the U11s and U9s because of the
coronavirus. Again, I'm am really pleased to say that
every boy managed to play, albeit
for a short time, but they did all at
least have an experience. Here's to
hoping that sport returns to the
agenda sooner rather than later.
Take care all and stay safe!
Mr Smith
National Champion
This term Chester L represented
Spring Grove at the IAPS Judo
Championships—and finished as
National IAPS U11 Judo Champion!
We were so proud of him we had
this special hoodie made to match
the colour of Chester’s judo belt.

OUR TERM—TEDDIES
This term in Teddies the children
have been exploring the jungle
through the stories ‘Monkey
Puzzle’ and ‘Handa’s Surprise’. They
have made lots of jungle animals
such as parrots and tigers, and a
shape caterpillar with their face on
it! The children enjoyed an exotic
fruit-tasting as they tried the
fruit from Handa’s basket. Mango
and pineapple went down very well with the Teddies and they did
very well trying the fruit even if they found it strange to look at!
We have also been looking at shapes—the children have done so
well learning them and have even been singing our shape song! As
the weather got warmer and we moved into Spring the children
enjoyed looking for birds in the garden. They have also been
making ‘magic’ butterflies and doing some beautiful writing in their
Mother's Day cards.
Although our Easter celebration got cut short I am so so proud
of all our Teddies who have been working at home making their
Easter Baskets, baking Easter nests and creating the most
beautiful Easter and Spring art! You are all amazing!
We would like to thank all the parents and children who have
been so supportive and kind during this crazy and uncertain time.
We all appreciate it very much. I hope you all have a lovely
Easter. Stay safe and we will all get through this together.
Sending all our love,
Miss Fisher, Mrs Cox, Mrs Bissonnette and Mrs Mac

OUR TERM—GIRAFFES
It has been another busy time in the Giraffe Class this term. The
children have all been busy practising their cutting and pencil skills
and it has been lovely to see how their fine motor skills are
developing. Our themes this term were based around Winter, Chinese
New Year and, at the instigation of the children,Volcanos and
Dinosaurs. We made a volcano using papier mache, the children were
very careful to build up the layers and then once dry they painted it.
The big day came to make the volcano explode and it was very exciting
as the ‘lava’ flowed down the sides (see the video clip on the School
Instagram page!).
We have enjoyed our PE lessons with Mrs Langford
practising our team work, listening skills and using
the parachute. The very wet weather did not stop
us getting out into the garden and, as far as the
children were concerned, it just meant lots of fun in
the mud kitchen.
Indoors the children have been busy playing in the
water, practising their independence whilst
spreading butter or jam on their toast for snack
time and ‘reading’ to their friends.
Literacy skills have continued to be a big part of
our day and the children have been playing rhyming
games, listening to sounds at the beginning of
words and blending sounds together to make words.
Numeracy has concentrated on numbers to 10 and
we have been practising placing numbers in order
and writing numbers.
The end of the term turned out to be nothing like we have seen before and I hope the children
enjoyed listening to the story videos that were sent home together with their activity
packs. Let us all hope that it is
not too long until we are all
together again and, until then, we
wish you all a Happy Easter and
Stay Safe.
With love from,

Mrs Clarke, Mrs Upchurch and
Miss Rall

OUR TERM—RECEPTION
It seems a long time since we started this term back in January and we have
packed a lot of exciting activities in over the last three months. The children
have made fantastic progress across the entire curriculum. In Maths we have
been focusing on number recognition to 20 and beyond, addition and subtraction,
before and after, telling the time, positional language and problem solving.
In Literacy the children have been working hard on their writing and they really
enjoyed being able to write their first story. The children have been continuing
to learn a wide variety of new sounds and revising those already
learnt.
At the end of January we had a lovely trip to the Gulbenkian to see
‘All Wrapped Up’ - an alternative play as there was no speaking which
left a lot to our own interpretation and imagination.
Zoolab came to visit, equipped with a range of interesting animals, a
cornsnake, African snail, a tree frog, a leopard gecko, a tarantula and
some rats to name but a few!
Forest School has continued to be a fun, exciting learning opportunity,
despite it being very cold on occasions! The campfire has become a
particular favourite as to what snack it will produce week to week. So far
we have had schmores, a regular request, and one not to forget - Mr
Curnow’s ‘Japanese Dumplings’!
Our topic this term has been Asia, this proved to be an excellent topic with
the children asking some fantastic questions and bringing in many
fascinating artifacts from home.
We were sad to say goodbye to Miss Terry but would like to congratulate
her on the arrival of Ellie—such happy news. We welcomed Mrs Cracknell
into our Reception team and she has settled in brilliantly.
Our End of Term was cut short and we now find ourselves in challenging and surreal times. The children
had really started to understand the importance of good hygiene and not sitting so close to each
other. Thank you to the PTA for organising our lastminute Easter egg hunt, which as always was great fun
and a happy finish for the children.
We would like to thank all those parents who have
adapted to our Home Learning programme with such
enthusiasm, it is lovely to see all their smiling faces, if
only virtually!
Keep healthy and we hope it will not be too long before
we all see each other again,
Mrs Lucy, Mrs Cracknell and Mrs Wells

YEAR 1: OUR SPRING TERM
It was an exciting start for Year 1 as we began life in our new locations in the school. We all settled quickly and got
into a good routine of being two small classes but also a good-sized class of 21 at times. We have been able to split
the classes into different small groups when needed so the lessons have been individualised and tailored to their
specific needs very effectively. They still, however, have the advantage of having a wide choice of pupils to mix
with many times throughout the day.
We began studying fairy tales at the start of
the year, this was very popular with the children
and they eagerly shared their favourite stories
with their peers both through their literacy
work and their art. Fairy stories are a great way
to develop vocabulary, imagination and to share
moral ideas—but most of all are great fun to
listen to! Our assembly was a continuation of
our fairy story theme and the children loved
taking part in it. We were very proud of their
performance especially as it was straight after
half term so there wasn’t a great deal of time
for rehearsal! They all spoke well and showed a
growing confidence and enthusiasm.
The Year 1 school trip this term was a visit to Wye. We had a wonderful time in
the church with Rev. Ravi - we had a speedy wedding, a christening and three
ordained members of the class! Not bad going for one morning! After this we
had a quick look around the village, observing places of interest before a picnic
lunch back inside the church. The trip was finished off with a play in the park.
During the second half of term our literacy topic has been nonfiction books, or fact books as our visiting author, Stewart Ross,
suggested we call them. He kindly read one of his books to us, during
our time with him. We took part in our first reading competition and
we were very pleased to see lots ofthe group volunteer to have a
go. We listened to Years 3 and 2 have their turn and then it was ours.
All four candidates were clear and confident and praised by the
judges. Sebastian S was the winner in our year group and also the
overall winner for the younger reading competition. Well done to all!!
The history topic has been about dinosaurs but this topic has lent
itself well to many cross curricula activities so we have been writing
about them, investigating and measuring them using a variety of units including children! Lots of you have been
recording dinosaur facts, researching about Mary Anning and solving a dinosaur sudoku during our Home Learning
week!
Science has been investigating light and sound. Perhaps go out into the garden or lean out of a window - what
sounds can you hear especially as the country is getting quieter with everyone staying at home? In Maths we
carried on strengthening our number knowledge, counting, place value, measuring and counting in 2s, 5s and 10s! Try
to keep this up in the holidays.
We would like to thank you for all your support through the term and especially over the last week. Sadly we say
goodbye to Benny who is moving county and schools - all the best to you and your family. We look forward to
catching up with you all soon and have a wonderful Easter holiday with your families.

Mrs Newman, Mrs de Giles, Mrs Williamson and Miss Giles

YEAR 2: OUR SPRING TERM
We have had another busy term in Year 2 and the children
are all becoming far more independent both in and out of the
classroom. We have welcomed Freddie to the group, but will
sadly be saying farewell to Jonathan. We will miss him and
wish him all the best at his new school.
We have covered some lovely topics, beginning with China.
The class really enjoyed our trip to the Chinese restaurant
and impressed us with their appetite and willingness to try
new things. More recently we have covered Kings and Queens
and electricity and the children were keen to be hands on
with circuits and had lots of fun using bulbs, buzzers and
propellers. Our history topic on monarchs was a hit too, with
lots of treason, beheadings and gore for the children to get stuck
into!
We have lots of keen actors and actresses in the group which
definitely shone through in our Oliver Twist assembly. There were
some great performances and excellent singing and we were so
pleased that Mr Fitzgerald managed to show off his musical
talents too!
Happy Easter

Mrs Brogan-Jones,
Mr Mal and Mr
Fitzgerald

SPRING TERM REPORT—PREP 3
Another busy term has come to an end in the most unusual and abrupt way. Before we departed for a week of
Home Learning we managed to cram in an exciting range of activities, some noteworthy performances and lots
of hard work in the classroom.
Trees have been a
recurring theme
over the past few
weeks. Joining
together with Prep
4, the children
performed with
enthusiasm and
poise in the musical
‘Three Little
Trees’. The singing
and acting were
outstanding and this magical story conveyed a very
important message for the audience. In Forest School
sessions, Mr Curnow got the class working together with
Reception to plant 350 trees for a new Eco Garden on the
school field. To continue the theme, we rehearsed to
perform an assembly to highlight the amazing story of
Wangari Maathai, the environmentalist, campaigner and
Nobel Peace Prize winner who planted millions of trees
across Kenya. As it became clear that the Assembly was not
going to happen in the traditional form, Mr Curnow quickly
dug out his director’s chair and green screen, put an
emergency appeal out for African dress and filmed the
assembly in the 3SC ‘studio’. The resulting film was then
streamed live to the school community in our first (of many) remote assemblies.
Ophelia was inspired by all of these projects to write a poem about trees.
Tree Seasons by Ophelia B
Autumn Leaves, red and yellow,
Falling to the ground.
Autumn Leaves, red and yellow,
Not a single sound.
White frosty branches,
In winter they are bare.
White frosty branches,
A misty feeling in the air.
In the spring they blossom,
The flowers are pink, white, red.
In spring they blossom,
Falling on a lady, soon to be wed.

The summer leaves are green,
Underneath the summer sky,
The summer leaves are green,
Reaching up on high.
Autumn, winter,
summer, spring.
Trees are my favourite
thing!
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Socks - In her role as eco-counsellor, Sophie had a brilliant idea to save energy at SG. She came up with a plan
and put forward her proposal for girls to wear navy socks in the summer, her argument was well thought out
and she showed us all how we can save on energy by washing at lower temperatures, use less detergent and
reduce waste. The SMT were so impressed that they have adopted her idea!
Homework - Frank also wrote a fantastic poem which seems quite appropriate at the moment…
Homework by Frank W
I hate my homework,
I wish it would go
Home with Mrs Saxby
Or Mr Curnow!
Just pack up your suitcase
And please disappear
I don’t want to see you
For four or five years.

Or get eaten by squid
And covered in ink.
I hate my homework,
I wish it would go
Home with Mrs Saxby
Or Mr Curnow!

If it was a ship
I’d wish it would sink,
We are coping well with the challenge of home learning and
are pleased with the support and feedback from parents and
the response of all the children to this new adventure! Even at
a distance the Spring Grove community continues to support
and inspire each other.
We are very much looking forward to welcoming everyone
back to school as soon as we possibly can. However, before
we go, we must bid a fond farewell to Harry N and Harry P-S
who are leaving us for pastures new. We wish them well in
their new schools.
Happy Easter!
From Team 3SC Mrs Saxby, Mr Curnow and Mrs Langford
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Samphire Hoe was a really fun day. I really liked the big
walk and also we made cave paintings out of charcoal and
chalk. It was cold and we went on a walk down to the
seaside and the boys jumped out at the girls. We collected
driftwood and made wooden hats out of stretchy wood. I
brought home lots of sticks and chalk stones. My bag was
very heavy. I loved our trip. Harry

House Tables was amazing as usual as I am a fan of maths
as it is my favourite subject. Every house tables is amazing
but there was something special about this one for me let’s
see what happened, shall we? So house tables kicked off at
9:00 and Chaucer (and Mr Smith of course) were ready and
raring to go. Chaucer got off to a good start (unexpectedly)
but could they maintain this lead? They carried on, fighting
to retain their pride but gaining the win would not be
anything like winning the Ashes (apart from in Mr Smith’s
case). Chaucer had suddenly become favourites and were
looking likely to win. Then suddenly came the chase of
Dickens as they wanted to retain their trophy. Finally
Chaucer ended this thrilling competition in style and won
by a fair margin and were crowned champions. Of course it
was like Mr Smith’s birthday. Shaysha

House Spelling is great because I am so good at spelling. I
love spelling stuff and I love it that everyone is so cheerful
about their team because if you were outside and you
walked in, you would be bombarded with noise! It was so
loud in the room when we were playing a kahoot in the
Hall. We also went onto the table that had been laid out
and Mr Jones said some words and we wrote them out on
the whiteboard. He said 5 questions to the houses and we
normally got 5 out of 5. Ferdie
I went to The General Knowledge Quiz. It was fun. It was
played in this big room and there was A, B, C and D on the
remote and whatever answer it was you pressed one of the
letters. We came 8th out of 12. The other team came 6th.
It was really fun and the quiz tea was great. I want to do it
again next year. Lucas
Lucas and I went to Russell House to compete in a quiz
competition. The challenge started with some tricky
questions. Towards the end of the competition there were
a lot of history questions, sadly my team didn’t listen to me
and we got most of them wrong. The only reason I went
was because of my history knowledge. Liberty

Open Morning is always so great because you get to do
Forest School stuff and Forest School stuff is always so
good. What we did was we went to Mr Curnow’s classroom
and we did some activities and these were cutting wood for
the bug hotel or you could make a bird feeder. So you had
to get a wine bottle and there is already a hole in it so you
can go straight onto taping around the labels with masking
tape all around the perimeter. Then you get the polish and
The rugby season was full of injuries but the boys got
polish the labels. Once you have done all of that you can
through and were a very tough team. We won lots of
get a plate and get the Gorilla Glue and a TEACHER! And
games but we lost a few. We had players who would run
you hold the bottle and the teacher glues the plate to the
into defence to score tries and we had players who dodged bottom of the bottle and then you are done but you also
every tackle that came to them In defence we had a player need to put some nuts in the holes in the bottom. Then
who won nearly every man of the match for his super
Lucas and I did a lot of sawing the wood and we almost
tackling - Harry O-R. Lots of us, especially Harry, can’t wait filled the box up of hollow wood. Then you had a choice of
till next season. We had great fun playing rugby. Lucas
doing a cheerios display. Half way through you got to go
out to break and Mr Fitzgerald treated us to some lovely
I have really enjoyed the girls’ netball season. I think that I biscuits. Back to Open Morning, 13 people came to have a
improved with every match we played. I have loved every
look at our classroom and saw how good the children were.
minute working with the girls, and working together as a
I have always loved to go to Open Morning because it is
team. We are the dream team, together!!!! It is a quick,
just so fun and Mr Curnow and Mr Fitzgerald are so funny
snappy and intense sport, but I love it, especially when I
and they are so nice and I had a lot of fun with my friends.
know I have my friends there for me. When I play netball I Ferdie
get serious, but I always try to smile. Charlotte
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I have been enjoying
Forest School. My
favourite Forest School
has been when we got to
make bows and arrows. I
wish Forest School was all
day every day. Forest
School is my favourite
lesson because you get to
have free time and you get to make cool materials and we
sometimes get hot dogs and s’mores. When the pizza oven is
finished Forest School will be even better and it already is.
We have made a bug hotel
called Sting Grove and it is
quite big and we have also
made a mud kitchen. Also
my chickens came to
forest school and it was
very funny because they
kept on pecking everyone. There is a kitchen in forest school
and that is where all the foods and the drinks are made. My
favourite drink in Forest School is the hot chocolate and my
favourite food is the pasta. Ferdie
4D performed a
Valentine’s Day
Assembly and in
my opinion, it
was great. I was
Lady C with Toby
(Lady M) and I
was also a
comedian.
Shaysha was
Juliet and Poppy
was Romeo. It was funny because a boy was playing a girl’s
part and a girl was playing a boy’s part and they were the
stars of the show. We were talking about love because it was
Valentine's Day and it is important to always be nice to other
people. Ferdie

Jones' study. He must have made at least 1000 pounds from
the amount of children who were in there!!! I bought one of
his books. It was called the ‘ The First Of Everything.’ it's
about all the things man made since cavemen! :) Lily
I loved the Tale of
Three Trees because
it was so fun and I
loved playing the
Woodcutter. So on
the first
performance I felt
really excited but
then I forgot that I
needed to move the workbench, so thankfully, Ferdie moved
it for me. My favourite part was the woodcutter song
because I got a short solo. When we did the first
performance I was a bit worried because I thought that I
might forget my lines because my lines were a bit too big but
I was satisfied with what I had. For the performance to
parents, we had face paint but I was scared with the face
paint because in my old school I wore face paint in the school
fair and then the next day I had red spots on my face but this
time when I had face paint I did not get red spots on my face.
The final show was just so amazing when I came back home
my parents were amazed about my performance. Pranav
The Tale of Three Trees was a magnificent performance.
From the chorus to the Trees to Jesus everyone did their part
and that’s all we needed. There were three performances
and the last was said to be the best one. Isobel, Emilia and I
were a tree and we wanted to stay on the mountaintop and
point people to heaven. Sadly, we were chopped down and
left in the timber yard but we eventually became the cross
that Jesus was crucified on. So we did point people to heaven
after all. On the Friday, we had two performances and stayed
at school late to have a lovely packed tea all together. The
teachers did a wonderful job of putting on the show, but we
all were amazing and made all the parents proud. I had the
most fun and was really sad when it finished. Isabella S

The Tale of Three
Trees—the story
was about three
trees and what
My first hockey training was scary because I had never done
they wanted to
it before but I had nice friends supporting me. Rory on the
be. In every tree
other hand plays here for a team, he even played in
there were three
Barcelona, he's so lucky. Zach is also very good, and all the
people. I was part
rest of the boys, but I used my feet like in football! However,
of
Tree
Three
who
wanted
to
stay
where
it
was, growing to
I am quite good at passing the ball. Harry
be the tallest tree ever. The other trees were: Tree One who
wanted to be made into a beautiful treasure chest (Belle,
The Stewart Ross author visit was very interesting. In the
Anya and Toby), and Tree Two who wanted to be made into
morning, Mr Ross gave us an assembly about who he is and
why he is an author. Then out of nowhere he started telling a a boat (Liberty, Charlotte and Ophelia). It was all really fun.
story about why there are two ways of spelling Stewart. Well The best time was definitely the last show we did. The story
had exactly nine songs in it (I’m not going to count all the
the day went on and each class would be called into the
lines in it because that would just take too long!) As well as
music room for a workshop by Mr Ross. He talked to us
the trees being the main parts, Jesus was also one of the
about how to start a story and ways to get the reader's
main parts because he makes the trees feel like what they
attention. It was very fun and at the end of the day he was
originally wanted to be. Isobel J
doing a book stall in the main building of the school by Mr
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Some of us took part in the Cross Country Meet held at
Ashford. It was a really nice day - boiling, not good to run in but we managed it ok. We ran really well with Sanjay in first,
Toby in 6th, Lucas in 7th and myself in 8th and we came 5th
in the team competition. It was a good effort from all of us.
In the girls race, Isobel was in first place and Charlotte was in
second place and Isabella was in 12th place. It is sad that we
had to stop running for the school because of the
coronavirus but what an end to the term for all the runners.
Thank you to Mrs Langford for doing all that coaching for us
so we could be a really good team to run. Freddie
I enjoyed this term’s Informal Concert very much. In the
informal concert I played a piece called Jodler on the piano
and Staten Island on the cello. In that concert there was also
the orchestra and the ceilidh band. We heard singing, violin
and lots of other instruments. That concert for me was the
first concert that I had ever played my piano piece without
making a mistake. It was very interesting hearing the other
instruments being played. May
The Equestrian Dressing Up Day was another crazy dressing
up day for SG. The day started off with an assembly about
Leybourne Grange. After the assembly, we all lined up to
have a picture with the class. In the afternoon Miss Drury
brought her horse into school called Panther, but it was not
just Miss Drury, no, she had some competition. Alfie and
Willow A had come with their ponies, Noddy and Diana. First
up was Noddy and Alfie, they did cross country. Then it was
Diana and Willow who did an outstanding performance with
Willow’s Mum’s help. Then finally Miss Drury and Panther
did their dressage. When Miss Drury was done we had time
to ask questions, which had a lovely end to the Equestrian
Dressing up day. Thank you to Miss Drury, Alfie and Willow
for riding for us. Poppy

and there's holes in the back part of all the chairs I was able
to put my tail through it and sit comfortably! Toby
I loved the Easter Egg Hunt
because it was so exciting and
after we got to watch a movie.
Sadly it was not my favourite
movie but I still watched it
because at least it was better
than Peppa Pig, which is so
boring. When we did the Easter
Egg Hunt we all knew the
bunny was Mr Fitzgerald and I
found proof because there were little holes so we could see
through them. It was so fun on the Easter Egg Hunt. Pranav
I’ve enjoyed doing Online Home School but it feels very
weird because I really only see my mum and dad. It’s been
really nice to have Mr Jones’ assembly every day because it
makes you still feel as if you are in school. In the garden I
have practised rugby kicking and golf. When I’m doing Joe
Wicks, my dogs try to do it, which is annoying because they
get in the way when I try to do stuff. Maths was really fun
and interesting. Zach
Home Learning has been so fun as there was no going to
school. In my opinion it was probably one of the best weeks
ever. I have thoroughly enjoyed talking to my friends via the
google chat but have missed playing with them and spending
time with them. Hopefully the virus does not drag out so that
we do not miss the cricket season. I will be sad if this illness
drags out because I will miss school. Shaysha
We have loved hearing from the PfefferKays this term, as they continued their trip
around the world, and we are hoping they
are safe and well...we enjoyed looking at
their last photographs from ‘down under’
in Australia.
And finally we said a very sad farewell to
Emilia and her family as they left Spring
Grove at the end of term. We shall miss
Emilia’s sense of fun and joyful attitude and
wish her every success and happiness.

It was really fun at Equestrian Dressing Up Day because we
got to dress up as horses or horse riders. I was a horse and I
had a plaited tail. At the end of the day we watched Miss
Drury ride Panther and Alfie and Willow also brought their
ponies to school. We watched them dance to the music,
which was really cool. We watched them do cross country
round the small lap, and they told us what their horses were
like and the reason why some horses have shin pads is
because they often kick themselves and imagine if you had
big metal shoes on it would HURT! And at the end, Panther
and their other horses danced to PINK PANTHER. Afterwards,
I got to stroke all the horses. Also, because I had a long tail
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A personal message from Mr Knowles - it was a great privilege to be appointed Form teacher of class 5K,
following the retirement of Mr Dankert—large shoes to fill literally! I still pinch myself daily to remind me that I
am now teaching and looking after children whose parents I taught some years ago when I was Deputy Head,
then Head of this lovely school. Quite surreal, but so rewarding and special to me. Anyway, back to the script…
What an enjoyable, busy and diverse term for the children of Prep 5! The pupils have continued to excel across
the curriculum and they are to be congratulated for the way in which they have taken on board so far, the
pressures associated with this crucial year, both in academic and pastoral terms. We have been impressed with
the growing maturity displayed across the year group; there has been a commendable attitude shown
throughout the early morning and after school ‘Brain Gym’ sessions. Long may this continue.
The children have thoroughly enjoyed reading ‘Who let the Gods Out?’ a comical novel by Maz Evans in which
the main character, Elliot, meets a variety of Greek Gods. It has been a pleasure to see the pupils responding so
positively to the text, producing creative and engaging pieces of many genres, including newspaper articles,
formal letters and non-chronological reports. With so many aspiring authors in the year group, it was no
surprise that our visit from prize-winning author Stewart Ross was a particular highlight. Following Stewart’s
workshop, there was a real buzz of excitement as children applied newly learnt techniques to enhance the
quality of their own writing.
Both classes, 5K and 5S have
performed to the school with
quite different themes and
approaches. Firstly 5S with a
vibrant, colourful, musical and
nostalgic journey through the
decades. Their confidence and
enjoyment, in a variety of costumes and disguises
(some of which some of the adults frighteningly
recognised!), was a joy to behold. 5K, on the other
hand, went for a more sobering message as a
theme, ’Sorry Seems To Be The Hardest Word’ and
used the famous stories of Jonah and the Whale,
and David and Bathsheba, alongside a more
contemporary, modern situation of a young boy
who was always saying sorry, but never putting into
action any positive deeds.
This has been an amazing term on the sports field, with notable success particularly in Rugby, with a dynamic
‘backbone’ of the teams being formed with boys from Prep 5 (some of whom also play for Canterbury Rugby
Club). Chester (5K) recently achieved a remarkable National Judo title, and Alfie (5K) continues to excel on
horseback, as just one of his many sporting talents. The girls achieved positive results on the netball courts and
our boys’ cross country team secured a recent great 1, 2, 3 in a local event. We all look forward to the
completion of the revamped games court, to enhance the impressive sports skills of all the pupils in the school.
Last Friday, we bid farewell to three valued members of the year group: Mary Bowe and Josh and Felix Moore.
We would like to thank all three pupils for embracing every learning opportunity at SG and for the kindness and
respect that they have shown to every member of our class. We wish you all the best in your future
endeavours; Mary at her new school and Josh and Felix as they return to Hong Kong.
On that note, we will leave you all to have a well-deserved and restful Easter break, hopefully ready to return
for another term of fun and further learning! Mr Knowles and Mrs Stone
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This term started off like any other with all of our Prep 6s going about their lessons and all of the other usual
things that they do at this time of year. The confirmation of their Senior school placements (for the majority of
them) was met with great excitement, and then, much like every year, they got their heads down and cracked
on with the task of being prepared for that ever-looming transition to their new school in September.
Both classes gave spectacular assemblies
this term! Prep 6L performed ‘Cendrillon’
the pantomime in French and brought the
house down with their excellent French,
flash cards and audience participation.
Prep 6S particularly enjoyed their assembly
and, memorably, were actually asked for an
encore by the audience! As Mr Smith said—
’this is unprecedented in my five years at
the school, and was a
testament to their hard
work, determination
and talent!’ The song
from ‘Matilda’ the
musical is sure to be
revisited come the final
assembly at the end of
the year.
All the children in Prep 6
have responded
absolutely brilliantly to the challenge of distance learning, and where there have been difficulties, they have
striven to overcome them. The quality of the work that they produced during the week at the end of term was
brilliant, and they all tried their
very best. We’re extremely proud
of each and every one of them!
Thank you to the parents as well
for your support. Take care in the
next couple of weeks and we will
all look forward to our first day
back, whenever that may be!
Mr Smith and Mme Leavey

PTA
Click on the link for minutes of the SG PTA meeting on
11 February 2020.
Click on the link for minutes of the SG PTA Summer Ball
meeting on 24 January 2020.

Committee:
Chair - Suzie B (chair@sgpta.co.uk)
Secretary - Vicky D
Treasurer - Vicky J (treasurer@sgpta.co.uk)
2nd Hand Uniform - Carine B

Class Reps:
Teddies - Alex C
Nursery - Kerry D
Reception - Emma P
Year 1 - Rachel P-S & Melanie S
Year 2 - Sophia M-J
Prep 3 - Holly A & Nathalie B
Prep 4 - Alex C & Melanie S
Prep 5 - Carine B & Janette M
Prep 6 - Louise C-S
If you would like to place an advert in Autumn 2019
Messenger, please email chair@sgpta.co.uk for costs
and terms & conditions. £10 per term; £5 for part of a
term.

EASTER EGG HUNT
Thank you to the PTA for organising the Easter egg hunt at very short notice on the last day we were in school. The
Easter bunny came out to help search for the eggs and everyone had great fun —including the staff…

Jelly the Giraffe
Congratulations to Chaucer
for winning Jelly
1. Chaucer (6131 Stars)
2. Dickens (5943)
3. Conrad (5861)
4. Austen (5304)

GIRLS’ SUMMER UNIFORM
UPDATE
As you will have seen elsewhere in the Messenger,
after Sophie’s excellent #goblue2Bgreen campaign
there has been a change to the girls’ uniform: girls will
now wear blue socks rather than white socks in the
Summer term. Please note that girls may also wear
blue undershorts beneath their summer dresses, and
these shorts are now stocked by Simmonds.

CONGRATULATIONS
Headmaster’s Stars
Austen: Annabelle W, Oliver B, Toby D, Mariella C, Charlie B
Chaucer: Charlie Y, Issah KG, Faith B, Eleanor M, Pia RN,
Chester L, Alfie A, Willow K, Thomas C-H,
Conrad: George B, Eleanor J, Amelia G, Sam M, Isobel J,
Poppy B, Anya O, Henry B, Daniel H
Dickens: William L, William D, Georgina L, Osten FP, Isabella
S, Lily E, Beau H
Bronze Awards: William L, Georgina L, Henry B

